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Objective

The assignment number one – contrasts - is about contrasts in many 

different ways, not only photographically but even material, within language 

and so on.

The list we got to choose from had 21 different pairs of contrast of which we 

were asked to choose eight pairs from, make pictures or choose from earlier 

ones, to show the different qualities of contrast and finally one photograph 

that included a contrast in it.

The contrasts I chose were:

- Straight/curved

- Sweet/sour

- Still/moving

- Black/White

- Broad/narrow

- Thick/thin

- Liquid/solid

- Light/dark
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Content

Straight 4
Curved 6
Sweet 8
Sour 10
Still 12
Moving 14
Black 15
White 17
Broad 19
Narrow 20
Thick 22
Thin 25
Liquid 26
Solid 30
Light 32
Dark 32
Contrast in one picture 33
How have I done against the assessment criteria points? 36
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STRAIGHT

This first picture shall represent straight. I chose this straight road in 

northern Norway. As you can see is the road straight, leading to “nowhere” 

which accentuates the straightness.

I took the picture just because it was so straight, clearly manmade in nature. 

The hours before and the roads before were filled with curvy, curvy mountain 

roads.

Editing:

It included cropping to a more appealing format, slightly more contrast and 

darkening of the sky, darkening of the space to either side of the road. After 

that a little less saturation, but at the same time a little more saturation to 

the yellow lines on the street and lightening up the road. Those steps in 

order to have more focus on the road.

Making it better

Maybe standing on the middle of the road and having it vertically in the 

frame.

Alternatives

Alternatives I had with “Straight” were e.g. a grass straw in a vertical, thin 

cropped frame 
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CURVED

The picture shows a curvy road in Northern Norway. 

The sun coming almost directly from the front made the picture, at least the 

land, almost monochrome with hard contrasts between the bright road and 

the dark soil on either side.

Abstract is what my associations are with the picture.

Editing:

Slight desaturation and rise of contrast on the land-part, slight darkening of 

the sky and a little more vibrance in it.

Alternatives

Maybe a curved building, bridge would have been a nice alternative.
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SWEET

I wanted to have the “sweet as honey” in a picture but only taking picture of 

honey in a glass seemed a little too easy and dull. Just honey pouring into a 

glass seemed a little to abstract because not everyone can identify it as 

honey.

I therefore chose to pour honey on ice cream, crema di mascarpone to be 

more exact. Thinking that sweet and a soft yellow tone fits together I had the 

bowl of ice cream on a yellow blanket and to get even more contrast I put it 

on our blue table, being the complementary colour. I chose whitebalance 

“cloudy” to get a little more yellow int he picture.

Editing

Cropping to a square format, with the bowl a little off-centre. A little more 

saturation (though it looks like I have done too much of it). A little more 

contrast.

Making it better

Angle slightly more from the top to avoid the edge of the bowl being in front 

of the ice cream or at least taking more ice cream. Less saturation-editing 

might have been more….but I am not sure.

Alternatives

Honey in different situations, a cake,…
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SOUR

This picture is taken a few months ago when some friends of mine and me 

wanted to make use of an aquarium that one of them had just bought for 

photography.

Under that session the right timing and right light was more interesting that 

the pH of the citron but when thinking of the word “sour” I automatically 

think of this picture. 

Citron was the thing I wanted to use in order to express the contrast “Sour”. 

Editing

Minimal editing of some drops, contrast,…

Alternatives

Alternative take would have been a citron, cut open or in slices in a drink or 

on a white plate, highkey-feeling to it and as opposed to the “Sweet” picture 

it would have been more bluish.
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STILL

When thinking of what to take as a “still” motive I had several ideas, a 

gravestone, calm water or a stone in wild water but then this picture struck 

me. I was looking for birds, flying as the moving and sitting as the still part 

but then I found that this hatching Canada goose, her body looking almost as 

a stone, represented more the still part than just a sitting bird or something 

more obvious.

Editing

Cropping to square, adding to the calmness, slight vignette, little more 

contrast.

Making it better

Not sure if the picture shows “still” as well as it could be but when looking at 

it and its context I think it still is strong.

Alternatives

s.o.
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MOVING

Again a picture of my friend driving a go-cart. 

The picture was already used in the “Panning with different shutter speeds”-

exercise but I think it shows the speed, in other words “moving” quite nicely. 

The long shutter speed in combination with the panning accentuated the 

feeling of speed.

Editing

Cropping in a horizontal way, quite tight and long to give more feeling of 

speed. Slight increase of saturation, more on the persons skin because his 

skin is very light/fair in the picture. Increasing of contrast.

Making it better

Maybe having not shot the picture as close as I did to give more alternatives 

for cropping.

Alternatives

Water in a river/waterfall captured with a long shutter speed.
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Black

A portrait of my friend and colleague Ibrahim. Black in many ways. The 

picture is in black and white, him being “black” and having a sinister facial 

expression in my eyes dark. Contrary to what he normally looks like. Being a 

medical doctor and almost constantly smiling is more “white” in my eyes.

Editing

Cropping to a square format, fitting best to the picture but no other thoughts 

concerning “black”. B/W-conversion in Lightroom and choosing hard 

contrasts deliberately to stress the dark expression of the picture.

Alternatives

A tunnel, a mine or maybe a funeral where everybody is in black (did not 

want to do the last in order not to disturb)
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White

White dog in a snowy landscape. 

I liked the low contrasts of the picture, white in front of white, with just some 

coloured accents (ears, eyes, nose). Not sure though if the viewer thinks first 

“white”. I maybe should have taken a wider snowy landscape with him 

running to give more “white” feeling.

Editing

Lightening it quite a bit, vignette and adjusting the whitebalance. Slight 

cropping to the left to get his head more in the middle.

Making it better

Looking at the picture now makes me think if I shouldn’t have taking a little 

more yellowish whitebalance but that looked a little to dirty in his fur.

A little brighter would have been nice in order to give it more of a white 

feeling

Alternatives

Snowy landscape, a hospital, a white flag in contrast to the pirates’ flag (?)
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Broad 

View over a frozen lake near Kiruna, northern Sweden.

My thought when taking the picture was “that must be cropped to a 

panorama”. Otherwise I think it would not have shown the vastness of the 

lake

Editing

Cropping to panoramaformat. ND-filter in Lightroom, darkening the sky and 

lightening the landscape in order to get it as close to the reality as possible.

Making it better

Wider lake without the huts to the left.

Alternatives

The sea or a mountain range, the Broadway maybe or Champs d´Elysee?
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Narrow

Narrow footpath in Sweden. I wanted to capture the footprints of our dog on 

the wooden planks and got this picture. The prints give a feeling of how wide 

or better said how narrow the footpath is.

Editing

Lightened the planks, darkened the rest. Contrast and clarity up a notch on 

the planks to show the prints and the wood texture more clearly.

Alternatives

Maybe a narrow street as one can find in Bremen or Stockholm?
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Thick and thin

I describe those picture together because they follow the same idea, have 

about the same editing. The idea came to my mind when looking at all the 

books I have read throughout my life and looking at even more paper, this 

time in form of the course materials to the OCA-courses. It made me smile 

though I don’t really know why.

The idea is to take thick and thin books and showing them side by side to 

show their size. 

Editing

Converting them to black and white and bringing back the colour on the 

book I want to put the stress on, the thick and the thin respectively. The 

thick book picture got a horizontal cropping, the thin a vertical. Some local 

dodging/burning and general contrastsadjustments.

Making it better

I thought about having more thick books in the thin picture and vice versa 

but abandoned that. The choice of colour came to mind but I don’t really 

think that there is a thick or thin colour. Is there?

Alternatives

People, slices of bread, thread,…
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Liquid

Liquid to me is water. I couldn’t really decide if I wanted to have a slow or 

fast shutterspeed but decided in the end to go for the fast shutter speed in 

order to show how water looks like, flowing fast.

Shutterspeed was 1/1600, at f 4.0, the slowest I could get in order to “freeze” 

the water.

Editing

Whitebalance adjustment to more realistic and some increase of contrast in 

the whole picture.

Alternatives

Quicksilver, a sauce?
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Solid

When thinking of solid my first thought was taking a picture of a stone a 

castle or something like that but when I had the fast moving water as “liquid” 

I decided to go for the solid form of water, ice.

I took several pictures inside the famous Icehotel in Jukkasjärvi near Kiruna. 

The three pictures that made it in the final round were the one you see here 

of the great hall. One was of the sign, made out of ice of course, that showed 

that it was the Icehotel and finally the sculpture. I decided to go for the great 

hall but have included the two others as well. The sign on an ice block being 

very clear in what the material is, the sculpture being maybe too abstract for 

the viewers to get what it is and maybe recognize it as “solid”.

Editing

Cropping to get it more symmetrical, increase of contrasts

Alternatives

Maybe an artist as he/she works with the ice with a motor saw?
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Light

I opted for this picture because I wanted to also have a portrait as I do in 

“dark”. When I shot the picture it was part of a session of Caro with a rose. 

Among the pictures was even that one which I liked because of her facial 

expression but didn’t like to have in colour because of the noise of the high 

ISO setting. I decided to convert it to black and white and as the editing got 

along I made the picture more and more light to get a highkey-picture with 

her eyes as a fix-point.

Editing

As said, cropping, black and white conversion, more contrast to get an 

almost abstract picture, almost as a pencil drawing.

Alternatives. 

I thought about having a summer day in Norrbotten which almost everyday is 

very light. Maybe a child with blond hair, fair skin when celebrating the 

midsummer?
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Dark

The person in the picture is my father and we were visiting a museum in 

Stockholm as I shot this picture more or less from the hip.

When working with it, it reminded me of Rembrandt paintings and the special 

light that is in them. Everything is very dark in them and in my picture, 

therefore I took this one for “Dark”

Editing

Slight dodging of my father and making the whole picture darker as well as 

more locally burning of people to get the full interest/focus on my father.

Alternatives

Thought about a dark night or a startrail-picture. Maybe a dark tunnel or dark 

doorway.
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Contrast in one picture

One of the tasks was to deliver a picture with the contrasts in one picture and 

not as in the earlier task one picture per moment.

I couldn’t really decide what pictures or contrasts to take and took with me 

three pictures that have several contrasts in it, even contrasts that were not 

in the assignment.

The first picture shows a river north of Akka-Mountain. Long shutterspeed 

giving the soft appearance of the water.

This picture can show still/moving or liquid/solid. When pushing up the 

contrasts maybe even dark/light

The editing is just cropping to adjust it to the river and some minor contrast 

coulouradjustments

The second and third picture show two chess pieces, one in black and white 

with two kings against each other. On a chessboard having even the 

black/white contrast on it. 

The other picture has apart from he black-white contrast even king against 

peasant. The left/white side is a bit lighter than the right one which has the 

black king on it. 
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How have I done against the assessment 
criteria points?

I think it is very difficult to say how I was in the different points because I do 
not have any references and the first part of this course was very basic that I 
might not have given it all I can. I used it mainly to get the exercises done 
and to see how I and my photography are from a more scientific point of 
view.

Context
Context is I think a strong side of me. Having worked in family medicine 
earlier gives me an advantage in thinking critically and maybe even 
reflections.

Demonstration of creativity
Difficult to see where I am in this point. A friend of mine calls me creative but 
I do not think that I am very creative. On the other side did I do some 
thinking outside the normal pictures, taking maybe more far off associations 
of the contrast pictures.
On the other hand I have to say that I probably would have chosen different 
pictures to different momentums in some cases.
White should have been the “light-portrait” but I wanted to have two portraits 
in light/dark.

Quality of outcome
I hope that my presentation is coherent and easy to follow and structured. 
Hopefully I did also succeed to communicate my thoughts about the pictures.

Demonstration of technical and visual skills
I hope you like the pictures, I do. But I would not want to judge them on how 
their quality is.
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